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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to prove existence of weak solutions of the drift
diffusion model for semiconductors involving Maxwell's equations, which is
governed by the equations
j s yD x , r , r =r q m r E 1.1 .  .1 1 1 2 1 1 1
j s yD x , r , r =r y m r E 1.2 .  .2 2 1 2 2 2 2
 4­ r s y= ? j y R x , r , r , k g 1, 2 1.3 .  .t t k 1 2
­ E s curl H q j y j 1.4 .t 2 1
­ H s ycurl E 1.5 .t
= ? E s r y r q C , = ? H s 0. 1.6 .1 2
r , r denote the densities of j , j denote the current densities of the1 2 1 2
holes and electrons, respectively. The self-consistent electromagnetic field
 .  .  .  .E, H obeys Maxwell's equations 1.4 , 1.5 , and 1.6 . The unknown
 . w .functions r , r , E, H depend on t, x g 0, ` , where t, x denote the time1 2
and space variable resp. V ; R3 is a bounded Lipschitz-domain with
­ V s G j G , where G , G are disjoint subsets of ­ V. G represents theD N D N D
perfectly conducting Ohmic contacts and G represents the insulatingN
boundary of the semiconductor device. The mobilities m , m of the holes1 2
and electrons resp. are assumed to be positive constants. The diffusion
coefficients D , D and the recombination generation rate R are functions1 2
of the densities r , r and the space variable x. C is a bounded function of1 2
x, which describes the doping profile of the device.
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Mathematical analysis of the drift diffusion model for semiconductors
w xhas been presented in 2, 3, 5, 8]10 . But in all these references Maxwell's
 .  .equations 1.4 ] 1.6 are replaced by Poisson's equation for an electro-
static field E s y=V with yDV s r y r y C, which simplifies the1 2
mathematical analysis, since the electric field depends continuously on the
2 .total charge density with respect to the L V topology in this case.
However, at very high frequencies, i.e., if the wavelength of the electro-
magnetic field has the same order than the size of the device, we have to
 .  .replace Poisson's equation by Maxwell's equations 1.4 , 1.5 .
Since we do not have an electrostatic potential for the electric field we
have to find new physically reasonable boundary conditions for the electro-
magnetic field. On the perfectly conducting Ohmic contacts G the tan-D
gential component of the electric field must vanish. The tangential compo-
nent of the magnetic field is prescribed on the perfectly insulating bound-
ary.
 .  .The system 1.1 ] 1.6 is supplemented by the initial boundary condi-
tions
r s U on G 1.7 .D
ª  4n ? j s 0 on G for k g 1, 2 1.8 .k N
ªn n E s 0 on G 1.9 .D
ªn ? E s 0 on G 1.10 .N
ª ªn n H s n n H on G 1.11 .G N
r 0, x s r x 1.12 .  .  .0
E 0, x s E x , H 0, x s H x . 1.13 .  .  .  .  .0 0
Obviously, E , H , r , and H must be consistent with Maxwell's equa-0 0 0 G
 .  .tions 1.4 ] 1.6 and the initial-boundary conditions, that means
= ? H s 0 1.14 .0
= ? E s r y r q C 1.15 .0 1, 0 2, 0
ªn ? E s 0 on G . 1.16 .0 N
 .  .  .  .Moreover, by 1.8 , 1.10 , 1.11 , and 1.4 we have to require
ªn ? curl H s 0 on G . 1.17 .  .G N
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 .  .  .Now, if E, H is a solution of Maxwell's equations 1.4 , 1.5 , and the
 .  .  .  .initial boundary conditions 1.9 , 1.11 , and 1.13 , the equations 1.6 and
 .the boundary condition 1.10 are automatically fulfilled for all times
 .  .  .  .t G 0. Therefore, problem 1.1 ] 1.6 , 1.7 ] 1.13 can be reformulated as
j s yD x , r , r =r q m r E 1.18 .  .1 1 1 2 1 1 1
j s yD x , r , r =r y m r E 1.19 .  .2 2 1 2 2 2 2
 4­ r s y= ? j y R x , r , r , k g 1, 2 1.20 .  .t t k 1 2
­ E s curl h q j y j y j 1.21 .t 2 1 0
­ h s ycurl E y ­ H 1.22 .t t G
r s U on G 1.23 .D
ª  4n ? j s 0 on G for k g 1, 2 1.24 .k N
ªn n E s 0 on G 1.25 .D
ªn n h s 0 on G 1.26 .N
r 0, x s r x 1.27 .  .  .0
E 0, x s E x , h 0, x s h x , 1.28 .  .  .  .  .0 0
where h [ H y H , j [ ycurl H .G 0 G
2. NOTATION, ASSUMPTIONS, AND RESULTS
Let V ; R3 be a bounded Lipschitz-domain with ­ V s G j G , whereD N
G is closed and G l G s B.D D N
w .2The diffusion coefficients D , D : V = 0, ` ª R are uniformly posi-1 2
 .tive and bounded, i.e., there exist d ) 0 and d g 0, ` , such that
2  4d F D x , y F d for all x g V , y g 0, ` , k g 1, 2 . 2.29 . .  .k
w .2  .  .For fixed y g 0, ` the functions D ?, y , R ?, y are measurable andk
R, D are assumed to be locally Lipschitz-continuous with respect to r,k
 .  .i.e., for M g 0, ` there exists L g 0, ` , such that for all x g V, y, z gM
w x20, M ,
< <D x , y y D x , z F L y y z .  .k k M
and
< <R x , y y R x , z F L y y z . 2.30 .  .  .M
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w .2Moreover, we assume that for all x g V and u g 0, ` ,
yR x , u F K 1 q u q u 2.31 .  .  .0 1 2
 .with some K g 0, ` independent of x, u and that0
R x , u F 0 if u s 0 or u s 0. 2.32 .  .1 2
In particular, these assumptions on R are fulfilled in the case
R x , u , u s r x , u u u y 1 , .  .  .1 2 1 2
w xwhere r is a nonnegative and Lipschitz-continuous function 7 .
In the sequel we use the following function spaces: Let Y be the closure
` 3 . 1 . 1 .of C R _ G in H V , where H V is the usual first order Sobolev0 D
2 ` 3 .space of L type and C R _ G denotes the space of all infinitely0 D
differentiable functions with compact support contained in R3 _ G . Thus,D
<all w g Y obey w s 0 weakly.GD
2 3. 2 3.Let W be the space of all w g L V, R with curl w g L V, R in the0
sense of distributions. By W we denote the space of all w g W , such thatE 0
the tangential component of w vanishes on G in a generalized sense, i.e.,D
w ? curl c y c ? curl w dw s 0 2.33 .  .H
V
` 3 3.for all c g C R , R whose support does not intersect G .N
W denotes the set of all u g W , such thatH 0
w ? curl u y u ? curl w dx s 0 2.34 .  .H
V
for all w g W , which is a weak formulation of the boundary conditionE
ªu n n s 0 on G . The assumptions on he initial boundary of the densitiesN
are
U g H 1 V l L` V , r g L` V 2.35 .  .  .  .0
r G 0, U G 0. 2.36 .0, k k
Moreover
C g L` V , E , H g L2 V 2.37 .  .  .0 0
and
H g W 1, 2 R, L2 V l L2 R, W . 2.38 .  .  . .G l oc l oc 0
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 .We assume that 1.14 is fulfilled in the sense of distributions and that
 .  .1.15 , 1.16 are satisfied weakly in the sense that
y E =w dx s r y r q C w dx 2.39 .  .H H0 0, 1 0, 2
V V
 .for all w g Y. A weak formulation for 1.17 is given by
curl H t ? =w dx s 0 2.40 .  . .H G
V
for all w g Y, t g R.
Now, we state the main result:
 .THEOREM 1. There exists a global weak solution r, E, H to problem
 .  .  . 2 . . ` . ` ..1.18 ] 1.28 , such that r y U g L 0, T , Y l L 0, T , L V l
w x 2 .. 2 . .  .  .C 0, T , L V with ­ r g L 0, T , Y * for all T g 0, ` , and E, H gt
w . 2 ..  .  .  .C 0, ` , L V , where 1.18 ] 1.20 and the boundary condition 1.24 are
fulfilled in the sense that
`
r t ­ w t dx dt .  .H H k t
0 V
` ks D x , r t =r t q y1 m r t E t =w t dx dt .  .  .  .  .  . .H H k k k k
0 V
`
q R x , r t w t dx dt .  . .H H
0 V
` . .  .for all w g C 0, ` , Y . The weak formulation of the Maxwell system 1.21 ,0
 .  .  .1.22 supplemented by the boundary conditions 1.25 , 1.26 is gi¨ en by
d
E t ? c dx s h t ? curl c dx q j t y j t y j t ? c dx .  .  .  .  . .H H H 2 1 0dt V V V
for all c g W , andE
d
h t ? c dx s y E t ? curl c dx q ­ H t ? v dx .  .  . .H H H t Gdt V V V
for all c g W .H
3. GLOBAL EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS
 .  .The proof of existence of a weak solution to 1.18 ] 1.28 consists of the
following steps: Firstly, we introduce a sequence of regularization opera-
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2 ` 2 .  .  .tors R : L V ª C V , such that R u ª u for n ª ` in L V stronglyn n
2 .for all u g L V . Then the regularized system
qn , M . n , M . n , M .­ r s = ? D x , R r =r 3.41 . . /t k k n k
qk n , M . n , M .q y1 m min M , R r E .  . 5k n k
q qn , M . n , M .y R x , min M , R r , min M , R r , .  . 5  5n 1 n 2 /
 4k g 1, 2
­ En , M . s curl hn , M . y jn , M . y j 3.42 .t 0
­ hn , M . s ycurl En , M . y ­ H , 3.43 .t t G
where
qn , M . n , M . n , M .j s yD x , R r = R r 3.44 . .  . /1 n n 1
qn , M . n , M .q D x , R r = R r .  . /2 n n 2
q qn , M . n , M .q m min M , R r q m min M , R r .  . 5  51 n 1 2 n 2
=En , M .
r n , M . s U on G 3.45 .D
qª n , M . n , M .n D x , R r =r . /k n k
qk n , M . n , M .q y1 m min M , R r E s 0 3.46 .  . . 5k n k
 4on G for k g 1, 2 .N
ª n , M .n n E s 0 on G 3.47 .D
ª n , M .n n h s 0 on G 3.48 .N
r n , M . 0, x s r x 3.49 .  .  .0
En , M . 0, x s E x , hn , M . 0, x s h x 3.50 .  .  .  .  .0 0
is solved by using the contraction mapping principle in a suitable subset of
w x 2 .. n, M .C 0, T . L V . Next, we prove a priori estimates for r y U in
2 . . n, M . 2 . .  n, M . n, M ..L 0, T , Y , ­ r in L 0, T , Y * and for E , h int
w x 2 ..C 0, T , L V , which are independent on n.
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 nm , M . nm , M . nm , M ..Thus, we obtain a subsequence r , E , h , whichmg N
 M . M . M .. M . 2 . .converges weakly to some r , E , h with r y U g L 0, T , Y ,
M . 2 . .  M . M .. ` . 2 ..­ r g L 0, T , Y * and E , h g L 0, T , L V .t
By a compactness argument the convergence r nm , M . ª r M . for m ª `
2  . 2  ..is strong in L 0, T , L V , so that we can conclude that
 M . M . M ..r , E , h solves the system
q qkM . M . M . M .­ r s = ? D x , r =r q y1 m min M , r E . .  . 5 .t k k k k k
3.51 .
q qM . M .y R x , min M , r , min M , r , .  . 5  51 2 /
 4k g 1, 2
­ EM . s curl hM . y jM . y j 3.52 .t 0
­ hM . s ycurl EM . y ­ H , 3.53 .t t G
where
q qM . M . M . M . M .j s yD x , r =r q D x , r =r 3.54 . .  . .  .1 1 2 2
q qM . M . M .q m min M , r q m min M , r E .  . 5  51 1 2 2
r M . s U on G 3.55 .D
q qkª M . M . M . M .n ? D x , r =r q y1 m min M , r E s 0 . .  . 5 .k k k k
3.56 .
 4on G for k g 1, 2 ,N
ª M .n n E s 0 on G 3.57 .D
ª M .n n h s 0 on G 3.58 .N
r M . 0, x s r x 3.59 .  .  .0
EM . 0, x s E x , hM . 0, x s h x . 3.60 .  .  .  .  .0 0
Finally, we prove the positivity of r M . and L` estimates for r M ., whichk
 .are independent of M by applying suitable testing functions to 3.51 .
 M . M . M ..Then it follows immediately that r , E , h is a solution of
 .  .1.18 ] 1.28 if we choose M large enough. Now, we start with some
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 .  .preliminaries concerning the Maxwell system 1.21 , 1.22 supplemented
 .  .  .by the initial boundary conditions 1.25 , 1.26 , 1.28 . We define an
2 6.unbounded operator B in L V, R by
Bu s curl u , u , u y curl u , u , u .  . .4 5 6 1 2 3
 .with domain D B s W = W , where W , W are the spaces defined inE H E H
` 3.Section 2. Since C V, R ; W l W , B is densely defined.0 E H
 . 2 6.LEMMA 1. i B is skew self-adjoint in L V, R , i.e., B* s yB.
 .  .ii Let w g Y. Then =w, 0, 0, 0 g ker B.
Proof. From the definition of W , W it follows immediately that B isE H
 .skew-symmetric, i.e., B ; yB*. Now, let u g D B* . For w g W we haveE
 .  .w g w, 0, 0, 0 g D B and hence
 :  :u , u , u ? curl w dx s y u , Bw s y B*u , w .H 4 5 6
V
s y g , g , g ? w dx . .H 1 2 3
v
 .  .with g s B*u. Thus u , u , u g W with curl u , u , u s4 5 6 H 4 5 6
 . ` 3 3.y g , g , g . Now let w g C R , R with G l supp w s B. Then w g1 2 3 N
 .  .W and hence w s 0, 0, 0, w g D B . ThusH
 :  :u , u , u ? curl w dx s u , Bw s B*u , w .H 1 2 3
V
s g , g , g ? w dx. .H 4 5 6
V
 .  .  .Therefore u , u , u g W with curl u , u , u s g , g , g . Thus, we1 2 3 E 1 2 3 4 5 6
 .have shown u g D B and Bu s yg s yB*u.
 . ` 3 3.In order to prove ii , let w g Y and c g C R , R such that the
support of c does not intersect G . We choose a sequence w , n g N inN n
` 3 . 5 5 1C R _ G with w y w ª 0 for n ª `.H V .0 D n
Since =w n c s 0 on a neighbourhood of ­ V, we obtainn
=w ? curl c dx s lim =w ? curl c dx .  .H H n
nª`V V
s lim div =w n c dx s 0. . .H n
nª` V
Hence =w g W and the assertion follows.E
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 .  .  .Next, the weak formulation of the Maxwell system 1.21 , 1.22 , 1.25 ,
 .  . 2 . 2 3..1.26 , and 1.28 is given. Let j g L 0, T , L V, R .
 . w x 2 6..E, h g C 0, T , L V, R is called a weak solution of
­ E s curl h y j y j 3.61 .t 0
­ h s ycurl E y ­ H 3.62 .t t G
ª ªn n E s 0 on G , n n h s 0 on G 3.63 .D N
E 0 s E , h 0 s h 3.64 .  .  .0 0
if
d
E t ? c dx s h t ? curl c dx y j t q j t ? c dx 3.65 .  .  .  .  . .H H H 0dt V V V
for all c g W , andE
d
h t ? c dx s y E t ? curl c dx y ­ H t ? c dx 3.66 .  .  .  . .H H H t Gdt V V V
for all c g W , andH
E 0 s E , h 0 s h . 3.67 .  .  .0 0
 .  .  .Note that 3.65 , 3.66 include the boundary conditions 3.63 in a general-
 .   .  ..  .   .  .  ..ized sense. By setting u t s E t , h t , f t s y j t q j t , ­ H t ,j 0 t
 .  .3.65 ] 3.67 can be reformulated as
d
 :  :u t , w s y u t , Bw q f t , w : .  .  .jdt
 :s u t , B*w q f t , w : .  .j
u 0 s E , h .  .0 0
 . w x 2 6..for all w g D B , i.e., u g C 0, T , L V, R is a mild solution of the
2 6.L V, R valued evolution equation
d
u t s Bu t q f t , u 0 s E , h . .  .  .  .  .j 0 0dt
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w x 2 6..This Cauchy problem has a unique weak solution u g C 0, T , L V, R
given by
t
u t s exp tB E , h q exp t y s B f s ds, 3.68 .  .  .  .  .  . .H0 0 j
0
 . 2 .where exp tB , t g R is the C group of unitary operators in L V0
w xgenerated by B 1, 10 .
 .Equation 3.68 yields the energy estimate
1 d 2
2u t .  .L V2 dt
s f t , u t 3.69 : .  .  .j
s y j t ? E t dx y j t ? E t q ­ H t ? h t dx. .  .  .  .  .  . . .H H 0 t
V V
 .  .  .Next, it is shown that the solution E, h of the Maxwell system 3.21 ] 3.24
ªobeys =E s r, n ? E s 0 on G weakly.N
 . 2 .. 2 . 2 ..LEMMA 2. Let r g C 0, T , L V , j g L 0, T , L V with




j t =w dx s r t w dx .  .H HdtV V
ªfor all w g Y, i.e., = ? j s y­ r and n ? j s 0 on G . Thent N
y E t =w dx s r t w dx .  .H H
V V
for all w g Y.
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 .  .Proof. Let w g Y. By Lemma 1 ii we have c s =w, 0, 0, 0 g ker B.
 .Thus, we obtain from 3.68
 :E t =w dx s u t , c .  .H
V
t :s E , h , exp ytB c q f s , exp ysB c ds : .  .  .  .H0 0 j
0
t :s E , h , c q f s , c ds : .  .H0 0 j
0
t
s E =w dx y j s q j s ? =w dx ds .  . .H HH0 0
V 0 V
t
s E =w dx y j s ? =w dx ds .H HH0
V 0 V
s E =w dx y r t y r 0 w dx .  .H H0
V V
s y r t w dx. .H
V
Now, we prove existence and uniqueness for the regularized system
 .  .3.41 ] 3.50 . The regularization operars R are defined as follows: Sincen
V is a Lipschitz-domain, we find open sets U , . . . , U ; R3, k , . . . , k g1 N 1 N
3 N  .R , such that V ; D U and x q tk g V for x g V l U , t g 0, 1 .js1 j j j
` 3. N  .Now, let G , . . . , G g C R with supp G ; U and  G x s 1 for1 N j j js1 j
3all x g V. Since V l supp G is a compact subset of the open set x g R :j
 . 4  .x q 1rn k g V , n g N, there exists some d g 0, 1rN with x y y qj n
 . 3 < <1rn k g V for all x g V l supp G , n g N, y g R with y F d .j j n
` 3.  .3Choose v g C R with H v dx s 1, supp v ; B 0 . Now, we define for0 R 1
2 .u g L V , n g N, x g V,
N 1
n.R u x s G x u x q k y y v y dy , .  .  .  . Hn j j j /n .B 0djs1 n
n. . y3  . 2 .where v y s d v yrd . For u g L V we havej n n
N
R ª x u s u for n ª ` 3.70 .n j
js1
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2 .in L V strongly. From Young's inequality we obtain constants k , k g0 n
 .0,'` , where k depends only on n g N, such thatn
1 25 5 5 5R u F k u 3.71 .C V . L V .n n
and
5 5 2 5 5 2R u F k u 3.72 .L V . L V .n 0
2 . 1 .for all u g L V . Now, let u g H V . Then we have by the definition
of Rn
N 1
n.= R u x s =G x u x q k y y v y dy .  .  .  . . Hn j j j /n .B 0djs1 n
N 1
n.q G x u z =v x q k y z dz .  . Hj j j /n  . .B xq 1rn kd jjs1 n
N
n.s =G x u x q 1rn k y y v y dy .  .  . .  . Hj j j
 .B 0djs1 n
N 1
n.q G x =u z v x q k y z dz .  . . Hj j j /n  . .B xq 1rn kd jjs1 n
since B x q 1rn k ; V for x g V l supp G . Therefore, Young's . .d j jn
inequality yields the estimate
5 5 2 1 5 5 2 1R u F k u 3.73 .H V . H V .n 0
1 .for all u g H V .
 .  .Next, problem 3.41 ] 3.50 will be solved by using a fixed point argu-
w x 2 2 ..  . w x 2 6..ment. Let r g C 0, T , L V, R and E, h g C 0, T , L V, R the
unique weak solution of
­ E s curl h y j y j 3.74 .t 0 r
­ h s ycurl E y ­ H 3.75 .t t G
© ©n n E s 0 on G , n n h s 0 on G 3.76 .D N
E 0 s E , h 0 s h 3.77 .  .  .0 0
where
q q
j s yD x , R r =R r q D x , R r =R r .  . .  .r 1 n n 1 2 n n 2
q qq m min M , R r q m min M , R r E. 3.78 .  .  . 4  41 n 1 2 n 2
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n, M . 2 2w x  ..Now, we define A r s r g C 0, T , L V, R , where r is the unique
solution of the linear parabolic problem
q qk
­ r s y= ? D x , R r =r q y1 m min M , R r E .  .  . 4 .t k k n k k n k
q qy R x , min M , R r , min M , R r 3.79 .  .  . 4  4 .n 1 n 2
q qkªn ? D x , R r =r q y1 m min M , R r E s 0 3.80 .  .  .  . 4 .k n k k n k
 4on G for k g 1, 2N
r t y U g Y 3.81 .  .
r 0 s r . 3.82 .  .0
  .q.By assumption D x, R r is uniformly positive. It follows from thek n
2 . .standard theory of monotone operators in the space L 0, T , Y , that
2 .  . w x  ..3.79 ] 3.82 has a unique solution r g C 0, T , L V with r y U g
2 2 . .  . .L 0, T , Y and ­ r g L 0, T , Y * . Now, it is clear that r gt
w x 2 ..  .  .C 0, T , L V is a solution to the regularized problem 3.41 ] 3.50 iff
r s An, M .r. This fixed point problem is solved by using the contraction
mapping principle. For this purpose we need the estimates
1 d 2
2r t y U .  .L V2 dt
2
qs y D x , R r =r ? = r y U .  . . H k n k k
Vks1
qkq y1 m min M , R r E ? = r y U dx .  .  . 4k n k k
q qy R x , min M , R r , min M , R r .  . 4  4 .H n 1 n 2
V
= r q r y U y U dx .1 2 1 2
2
2 2 1F yd =r t q k 1 q E t r t .  .  . . .  .  .L V L V H V2, M
d 2 2 2
1 2 2F y r t q k 1 q E t q r t . 3.83 .  .  .  . .  .  .H V L V L V /3, M2
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 .The energy estimate 3.69 yields
d 2 2
2 2E t q h t .  . .  .L V L Vdt
1r22 2
2 22F k 1 q = R r t E t q h t .  .  . .  .  . . L V L V .L V4, M n
d 2 2 2
2 22F y = R r t q k 1 q E t q h t , .  .  . .  .  .L V L V .  /L Vn 5, M4
3.84 .
 .where k is the constant occurring in 3.73 , and k , . . . , k are0 2, M 5, M
 .  .independent of r and n. By 3.83 and 3.84 there exists a constant k1, M
depending only on M, such that
d 2 2 2
2 2 2r t y U q E t q h t .  .  . .  .  .L V L V L Vdt
d d2 2
12F = R r t y r t .  . .  .H V .L Vn4k 20
2 2 2
2 2 2q k 1 q E t q h t q r t y U . .  .  . .  .  .L V L V L V1, M
3.85 .
 .  .According to 3.71 , we find constants L , k g 0, ` , such thatn, M n, M , 3
An, M .r g S for r g S , where S is the set of all r gn, M n, M n, M
w x 2 ..C 0, T , L V with
2
2r t y U F k exp L t . 3.86 .  . .L V n , M , 3 n , M
 .  .By 3.85 , 3.86 there exists a constant k , such that for all r g Sn, M , 4 n, M
n , M . 2 25 5 5 52A r y U q E q h F k , . C0 , T . , L V .. C0 , T . , L V .. . .L 0, T , Y n , M , 4
3.87 .
 . w x 2 ..where E, h g C 0, T , L V is the solution of the Maxwell sys-
 .  . n, M .tem 3.74 ] 3.77 . Next, it is shown that A is a contraction
w x 2  .. A Ain C 0, T , L V with respect to the norm r s
5  .5 2  .  .sup r t exp l t with some l g 0, ` depending onlyL V .t gw0, T x n, M n, M
n, M . n, M .on n, M. Let r, r g S , r s A r, r s A r. Then we obtain fromn, M
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 .  .  .3.87 by using r t y r t g Y,
1 d 2
1r t y r t .  .  .L V2 dt
2
q qs y D x , R r =r y D x , R r =r . .  . . H k n k k n k
Vks1
qkq y1 m min M , R r E .  . 4k n k
qkq y1 m min M , R r E ? = r y r dx .  . 4k n k k k
q qy R x , min M , R r , min M , R r .  . 4  4 .n 1 n 2
q qy R x , min M , R r , min M , R r r y r .  . 4  4 /n 1 n 2 k k
2
1F yd r t y r t .  .  .H V
qk D x , R r t y D x , R r t .  . .  . .  .n , M , 5 k n k n `
1r t y r t .  .  .H V
2 2qk r t y r t q E t y E t .  .  .  . .  .L V L Vn , M , 5
1 2r t y r t q k r t y r t .  .  .  . .  .H V L Vn , M , 5
2r t y r t .  .  .L V
22
2 2F k r t y r t q E t y E t . .  .  .  . .  .L V L Vn , M , 6
3.88 .
 .  .  .  .Here E, h , E, h are the solutions of Maxwell system 3.74 ] 3.77 corre-
 .  .  .sponding to r, r, respectively. From 3.68 , 3.87 , and 3,78 we obtain
2E t y E t .  .  .L V
t
F j s y j s ds .  . 2H r r  .L V
0
t
2 2F k r s y r s q E s y E s ds. .  .  .  . .  .H L V L Vn , M , 8
0
 .Hence, there exists some k g 0, ` depending only on n, M, suchn, M , 9
that
2 t 2
2 2E t y E t F k r s y r s ds. 3.89 .  .  .  .  . .  .HL V L Vn , M , 9
0
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 .  .  .  .From 3.88 , 3.89 , we obtain g g 0, 1 and l g 0, ` , which de-n, M n, M
pend only on n, M, such that
n , M . n , M .A A A AA r y A r F g r y r ,n , M
2A A w x  ..for all r, r g S , where the norm ? in C 0, T , L V is given byn, M
A A 5  .5 2 n, M .r s sup r t exp l t. Hence, A has a unique fixedL V .t gw0, T x n, M
n, M .  .  .point r g S , i.e., the regularized problem 3.41 ] 3.50 has an, M
n, M . w x 2 .. n, M . 2 . .unique solution r g C 0, T , L V with r y U g L 0, T , Y ,
n, M . 2 . .and ­ r g L 0, T , Y * .t
Next, we prove some estimates for r n, M ., which are independent of n in
 .  .order to pass to the limit n ª `. From 3.73 and 3.85 we obtain
d 2 2 2n , M . n , M . n , M .
2 2 2r t y U q E t q h t .  .  . .  .  .L V L V L Vdt
d 2n , M .
1F y r t . .  .H V4
2 2n , M . n , M .
2 2q k 1 q E t q h t .  . .  .L V L V1, M
2n , M .
2q r t . . .  .L V
 .Hence, there exists a constant k g 0, ` , such that6, M
n , M . n , M .2 ` 2r y U q E t . .  .  ..L 0, T , Y L 0, T , L V
n , M .
` 2q h t 3.90 .  . .  ..L 0, T , L V
F k6, M
 .and by 3.41
n , M .
2­ r F k . 3.91 . . .L 0, T , Y *t 6, M
2 . .  nm , M ..By the reflexivity of L 0, T , Y there exists a subsequence r mg N
  M .  M .  M ..  M . 2  . .  M .and r , E , h with r y U g L 0, T , Y , ­ r gt
2 . .  M . M .. ` . 2 ..L 0, T , Y * , and E , h g L 0, T , L V , such that
r nm , M . y r M . ª 0 for m ª ` 3.92 .
2 . .in L 0, T , Y weakly,
­r nm , M . ª ­r M . for m ª ` 3.93 .
2 . .in L 0, T , Y * weakly,
Enm , M . , hnm , M . ª EM .hM . for m ª ` 3.94 .  .  .
` . 2 ..in L 0, T , L V weak *.
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 .  . w xBy 3.90 , 3.91 , and a standard compactness result, see 4, 6 , the
 nm , M .. 2 . 2 .. 2 .sequence r is precompact to L 0, T , L V s L 0, T =mg N
.V .
Hence
r nm , M . ª r M . for m ª ` 3.95 .
2 . 2 ..in L 0, T , L V strongly.
 .Relation 3.70 and the dominated convergence theorem yield
n , M . M .mR r y r . 2 2n  .  ..L 0, T , L Vm
n , M . M .mF R r y r . 2 2n  .  ..L 0, T , L Vm
1r2
T 2M . M .q R r t y r t dt .  . . 2H n  .L Vm /0
ª 0 for m ª ` 3.96 .
and therefore
R r nm , M . s x ª r M . s, t for m ª ` 3.97 .  .  .  . .nm
 .a.e. in 0, T = V after extracting a further subsequence.
 .  .Moreover, from 3.94 and 3.97 we obtain
q qn , M . n , M . M . M .m mmin M , R r E ª min M , r E . 5 . 5n k km
for m ª ` 3.98 .
2 . 2 ..in L 0, T , L V weakly.
Hence, we have
jnm , M . ª jM . for m ª ` 3.99 .
2 . 2 ..in L 0, T , L V weakly, where
qn , M . n , M . n , M .j s yD x , R r =R r . /1 n n 1
qn , M . n , M .q D x , R r =R r . /2 n n 2
qn , M .q m min M , R r . 51 n 1
qn , M . n , M .qm min M , R r E . 52 n 2
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and
q qM . M . M . M . M .j s yD x , r =r q D x , r =r .  . .  .1 1 2 2
q qM . M . M .q m min M , r q m min M , r E . .  . 5  51 1 2 2
  n m , M . .  n m , M . ..  . . t  .From E t , h t s exp tB E , h q H exp t y s0 0 0
. n, M . .  .B f s ds and 3.99 we obtainj
tn , M . n , M . M .m mE , h ª exp tB E , h q exp t y s B f s ds .  .  .  .  . .H0 0 j
0
2 . w xfor m ª ` in L V weakly for all t g 0, T .
 .According to 3.94 we get
tM . M . M .E , h s exp tB E , h q exp t y s B f s ds, .  .  .  .  . .H0 0 j
0
 M . M .. w x 2 ..i.e., E , h g C 0, T , L V is the weak solution of the Maxwell
 .  .  .  .  .system 3.52 , 3.53 , 3.57 , 3.58 , and 3.60 .
 .  .  .  .  .From 3.41 ] 3.50 , 3.92 ] 3.94 , and 3.97 it follows easily that for all
` . .w g C 0, T , Y ,0
T M .r ­ w dx dtH H k t
0 V
qT M . M .s D x , r =r .H H  .k k
0 V
qk M . M .q y1 m min M , r E =w dx dt .  . 5k k
q qT M . M .q R x , min M , r , min M , r w dx dt .  . 5  5H H 1 2 /
0 V
Moreover, we have
r M . t y U g Y .
 .for all t g 0, T , and
r M . 0 s r . . 0
 M . M . M ..  .  .Hence, r , E , h is a solution of the system 3.51 ] 3.60 .
Next, the positivity of r M . is shown. For this purpose we choose some
` .  .  .h g C R with h9 G 0, h0 F 0, h t s 0 for t G 0 and h t - 0 for t - 0.
M . .Since U G 0 and r t y U g Y, it follows easily by the definition of Y
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 M . ..  .that h r t g Y. Hence, we obtain from 3.51
d
M .h r t dx . .H kdt V
qM . M . M .s y h0 r D x , r =r . .H  .k k k
V
qk M . M . M .q y1 m min M , r E =r Dx .  . 5k k k
qqÇM . M . M .y R x , min M , r , min M , r h9 r dx .  .  . 5H  51 2 k /
V
q qM . M . M .G y R x , min M , r , min M , r h9 r Dx G 0 .  .  . 5  5H 1 2 k /
V
 .since R x, u F 0 if u s 0 or u s 0 by the assumptions on R. Hence, we1 2
 M . .. M . .have H h r t dx G 0 and this implies r t G 0 in V a.e.V k k
Finally, we prove a L` estimate for r M ., which is independent of M.
 M . M . M ..Therefore, if we choose M larger than this bound, r , E , h is a
 .  .solution to the original problem 3.58 ] 3.68 .
` .Assume that h g C R such that h, h9 are bounded, h9 G 0, and
 . 5 5 5 5 4  . t  .h t s 0 for t F max U , r . With g t s H h s ds and` `0 0
t  4H t s min M , s h9 s ds F th t .  .  .HM
0
 .  M . ..we obtain from 3.51 and h r t g Y,k
d
y1 M . y1 M .m g r t q m g r t dx .  . .  .H 1 1 2 2dt V
2
y1 M . M .s y m D x , r =r . H k k k
Vks1
k M . M . M .q y1 m min M , r E =h r .  4  .i k k
qR x , min M , r M . , 4 1
min M , r M . h r M . dx 4  .. /2 k
M . M .F min M , r =h r 4  .H 1 1
V
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M . M . M .ymin M , r =h r E dx 4  .2 2
M . M . M . M .q K 1 q r q r h r q h r dx .  .  .H0 1 2 1 2
V
M . M . M .F = H r y H r E dx . .H M 1 M
V
M . M . M . M .q k 1 q r h r q 1 q r h r dx , 3.100 . .  .  .  .H 1 1 2 2
V
 .w  .  .x w  .  .x w .2since u q u h u q h u F 4 u h u q u h u for u g 0, ` , be-1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
cause h is nonnegative and nondecreasing.
 . M . M .  .  .  .By setting r t s r y r q C we obtain from 3.51 ] 3.54 , 3.60 ,1 2
 .2.39 , and Lemma 2,
M . M . M .= H r y H r E dx .  .H M 1 M 2
V
M . M . M . M .s y H r y H r r y r q C dx .  .  .H M 1 M 2 1 2
V
M . M .F y H r y H r C dx .  .H M 1 M 2
V
2
M . M .5 5F C r h r dx .` H k k
Vks1
 .and hence by using 3.100
2d
M . M . M . M .g r q g r dx F k 1 q r h r dx .  .  .  .H H1 2 0, 1 k kdt V Vks1
3.101 .
 .with some k g 0, ` independent of M.0, 1
n M . .In order to prove a L estimate for r t , we introduce the functions
ny1h u s n N y A if u ) N .  .n , N
ny1 w xh u s n u y A f u g A , N .  .n , N
h u s 0 if u - A .n , N
u
g u s h s ds, .  .Hn , N n , N
0
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5 5 5 5 4where A s max r , U and N ) A. By approximation with smooth` `0
 .functions 3.101 can be applied to h and g . A simple calculationn, N n, N
yields
uh u F ng u q Ah u 3.102 .  .  .  .n , N n , N n , N
w .for u g A, ` .
 .  .  .Since h u F n for u F A q 1 and h u F ng u for u ) A qn, N n, N n, N
1 we have
M . < < M .h r t dx F n V q h r t dx .  . .  .H Hn , N k n , N k
M .  . 4V r t GAq1k
< < M .F n V q n g r t dx. 3.103 .  . .H n , N k
V
 .  .From 3.101 ] 3.103 we obtain the Gronwall-type estimate
d
M . M . M . M .g r q g r dx F k n q k n g r q g r dx .  .  .  .H H1 2 2 2 1 2dt V V
3.104 .
and hence
M . M .g r t q g r t dx F 2k Tn exp 2k tn. 3.105 .  .  . .  .H 1 2 2 2
V
 .  .q. nSince g u ª u y A for n ª `, we obtain from the monotonen, N
 .convergence theorem and 3.46 ,
r M . t g Ln V .  .k
and
q 1rnM .r t y A F 2k Tn exp 2k T .n .  . .  .k 2 2L V
Now, letting n ª ` yields
r M . t g L` V .  .k
and
qM .r t y A F exp 2k T .` . .  .k 2L V
 M . M . M ..  .  .Hence, r , E , h is a solution of the system 3.58 ] 3.68 , if
M ) A q exp 2k T.2
F. JOCHMANN676
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